Spark!Lab Ambassador

The new Spark!Lab program at the Morris Museum is seeking volunteers who enjoy working with children while they create, innovate and collaborate.

- If you enjoy working with children and families, become an ambassador!
- If you enjoy tinkering, experimenting, asking questions, and constructing, become an ambassador!
- If you have strong interpersonal and communication skills become an ambassador!
- If you have an interest in invention, history and science become an ambassador!
- If you are a former, current or future engineer or educator become an ambassador!

As an ambassador you will work with children and families, assist in the setup and clean up of the space and hands-on activities. You will be asked to complete at least 2 four hour shifts during a month. This volunteer role is perfect for someone who has an interest in invention, history and science. Strong interpersonal and communication skills are needed.

Please contact Gabrielle Meyer gmeyer@morrismuseum.org to request application information. Volunteers must be at least 17 years or older, and new volunteer training only takes place twice a year, late summer and winter.

**NOTE:** Acceptance into the Spark!Lab Ambassador program is subject to successful completion of a background investigation. (The training session for 2021 is on August 19 & 20.)